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Imagining Circus Arts
on the move

„Bienvenue,Tervetuloa,Vitajte and
Herzlich Willkommen“

...those words sounded through the Thuringian castle of Windischleuba on July 13, 2015. For ten days, 37
young circus enthusiasts between the ages of 13 and 18 from France, Finland, Slovakia and Germany gathered
to cross barriers between art forms and cultures.
The international youth exchange „Imagining Circus Arts – on the move“ by the LKJ Sachsen e.V. was a
cooperation between partners who engage in the field of children and youth circus, as well as Social Circus
– the Circus Helsinki (Finland), CirKusKus from Bratislava (Slovakia), the Cie Charivari from Saint Brieuc
(France), the MJC Le Sterenn (France), and the Kinder- und Jugendzirkus KAOS from Dresden (Germany).
The project could be realized thanks to the support from Erasmus+.
In the exchange, social learning and self-efficacy took prominent roles. The content was focussed
on dealing with the topic „Europe“ through artistic forms of expression. The acquisition of intercultural competences was promoted. Special attention was given to the fact that not only did different
nationalities come together, but also young people with different social and educational backgrounds.
Circus Pedagogy possesses qualities that are particularly beneficial to the success of such inclusive
projects.

The Partners
Between the LKJ Sachsen e.V. and the Circus Charivari there already existed a cooperation, that was formed
through the close contact to the FRMJC Bretagne. In the year before there already was a German-French
youth circus exchange. So this sensible and valuable project experienced a continuation and expansion this
year.
The Circus Helsinki was recommended to the LKJ by the Centre for Practise as Research in Theatre as part
of the Social Circus-study. The contact to CirKusKus came through a public bidding held by the Cirqueon
from Prague.
All in all, the project was accompanied by a team of 10 people. The tasks of workshop instruction and supervision were shared between the two accompanying persons from the respective country groups. Due to the
small group size, the Slovakian group arrived with only one accompanying person. The LKJ Sachsen e.V. was
present with one project manager and one supervisor on location, who were in charge of the framework
programme and the quality of the project. Also, a language assistant from the DFJW provided great support
in language mediation.

Die Partner
Landesvereinigung kulturelle Kinder- und Jugendbildung Sachsen
e.V.
The LKJ Sachsen e.V. is the umbrella organization and professional body for cultural children and youth
education in Saxony. It represents matters of youth, cultural and education policy, and works to enable access
to cultural participation and own artistic activity for children and teenagers, regardless of origin or residence.

Anne Buntemann
Project Coordination

Peter Heinrich
Supervision,
Language Animation

Samira Meghenem
Language Animation
in training via DFJW

CirKusKus
CirKusKus is the first school of the New Circus in Slovakia. It offers a diverse programme of recreational
activities for children from 3 years of age, all the way up to senior citizens. The goal is the formation of
the first Social Circus project as a centre for circus arts in Slovakia. The project is targeted at children and
young people ages 12 through 16 that are socially disadvantaged or affected by exclusion. The target group
are mostly young Roma, youth with a migration background, as well as those growing up in foster homes or
orphanages.
Number of participating youth: 5

Helena Škovierová
workshop
instructor
object theatre

Fédération Départementale des Maisons des Jeunes et de la
Culture des Côtes d‘Armor
The regional association of youth and cultural centres of the Côtes d‘Armor (FDMJC – Fédération Départ
mentale des Maisons des Jeunes et de la Culture des Côtes d’Armor) and its sub-organization MJC Le
Sterenn are officially recognized educational institutions. Their goal is to enable anyone who wishes to lead
a self-determined life through cultural and artistic practices, debates and meetings. It is a project of civil
education. Adolescents are encouraged to take advantage of their opportunities, especially in comparison to
their peers, and to bring acceptance and cooperation into their social interactions. The FDMJC coordinates
the youth-cultural facilities of the region; they have, for example, initiated the cooperation with the circus Cie
Charivari.
Number of participating youth: 11

Celine Cador
Cie Charivari
workshop
instructor
acrobatics

Dominique Froger
person in charge
MJC le Sterenn

Zirkus KAOS
The children and youth circus KAOS offers children and adolescents the opportunity to try themselves in
diverse circus disciplines, and to learn those. In this it targets the ages 3 through 18. It is a project of the open
children, youth and family work of the Kindervereinigung Dresden e.V., an officially recognized institution of
the independent youth services in Dresden. They see themselves as representatives of the youngest citizens
and their goal is to create conditions that meet the needs of children and adolescents as best as possible.
Number of participating youth: 9 (5 adolescents from the Jugendhaus Pobershau attended)

Georg Butkereit
workshop
instructor juggling

Ekaterina Skvortsova
workshop
instructor juggling

Circus Helsinki
Circus Helsinki is a non-profit recreation center, and with 920 members one of the biggest children and
youth circus in Finland. The goal is to create an ideal environment for circus training in the leisure sector. The
facility is part of a state-sponsored programme for cultural education, which enables high standards regarding
structure and quality. Circus Helsinki is a Social Circus project and operates in close association with the
evaluation project of the Centre for Practise as Research in Theatre of the university Tampere „Social Circus“
in Finland.
Number of participating youth: 12

Aino Savolainen
workshop
instructor
rope skipping

Karoliina Kaitanen
workshop
instructor
rope skipping

Qualities of circus-pedagogical projects
The magic of the arena, the freedom of roaming, adventurous tricks in great height or with fire – circus
is an art form that seems to exist far from the classical concept of art, and one that is seen positively by
adolescents. With its great diversity of fields, circus offers an opportunity for everyone to choose to their
desire, and to discover new talents. It appeals to both sporting ambition and aesthetic sensibilities. New accesses to and an expansion of the concept of art are created. New personal experiences that everyday life
does not offer become possible: the encounter with the strange, the joy of the experiment, an openness for
the new.

In circus pedagogy the emphasis is on working
with the subject in relation to their own body. This
focus makes circus a low-threshold offer that leaves
differences regarding educational backgrounds,
previous experience in separate disciplines, or
age groups, as they prevailed in the project, in the
background.

That showed when the role of language diminished, as much was learned through seeing and nonverbal
communication; or when participants showed each other tricks and then by themselves began to combine for
example juggling and acrobatics. The more experienced participants had the opportunity to learn new facets
for their own tricks from playing with others. The less experienced were encouraged and guided in their
learning by the more practiced, and by the end of the exchange were able to book real achievements when
they had learned to unicycle or to manipulate the diabolo.

Where is Slovakia, anyway? – Getting to know the New
International youth exchanges are a wonderful opportunity for young people to travel abroad. The
coming together of peers through a shared interest reduces inhibitions of approaching. Foreign cultures are
experienced directly, and prejudices are moderated.
In the project the contact between the different country groups was fostered. Each day was started with a
collective warm-up that was instructed alternately by supervisors from all four countries, and a balance of
nationalities was ensured in the workshop groups as well.

From the beginning, participatory methods were employed that supported transnational group dynamics.
In preparation of the circus exchange, the German participant group met to include adolescent interests
into the programme planning. In order to address those expectations during the project as well, there was
continuous dialog between the adolescents and the team, and among the supervisors. Interim evaluations
were held at several points. According to the needs of the participants, workshop times were adapted, and
there was a party preparation committee for the final evening. Furthermore, all participants could vote on
what they wanted to do during Thursday’s excursion.

Getting to know people
To be able to assign unfamiliar names to 37 new faces and to engage with spending the next days in
unusual company can be a challenge. So right on the first day, acquainting games and a welcoming party should
dismantle contact barriers.
Due to travel complications the Finish group only arrived at night, and thus could not take part in this first
acquainting phase and the welcoming party. But on the next day, there were more group activities where
everyone met each other. For example, the participants wrote profiles of each other that were completed
with photographs and hung in the house.They served as a memory aid during the first days as to which name
belongs to which face.

Through intensive contact in the workshops, the transnational small groups quickly got to know each other.
In addition to the warm-up, the daily agenda included other activities with the entire group – barbecue,
open stage, a visit to the public swimming pool, outdoor games, a scary hide and seek, and city trips offered
opportunities for getting acquainted.

The very strong group cohesion of the Finish participants, combined with their rather cautious behavior and
late arrival, caused them to integrate into the larger group more slowly. This also raised the question of a
connection between the behaviour of the adolescents and that of their supervisors: during group activities
and within the team, the Finish workshop instructors initially kept in the background. The cultural night and
the visit to the public pool served as a catalyst for more casual interaction.
An activity that, ultimately and without exception, brought everyone together took place on Saturday, one
of the hottest days of the exchange: a pool that was set up in the castle’s courtyard became the origin of a
mercilessly funny water fight.

At the closing party, promises were made to use the next holidays for a visit. On their own initiative, the
adolescents established a Facebook group to stay in contact. This group is still being used actively today.
To have experienced and asserted themselves in such an unfamiliar context, especially for the target group
of educationally disadvantaged adolescents was an opportunity to escape the everyday stigmas and to
streng-then their own self esteem. In particular, they were able to develop an awareness of their own culture.
As a second step, from this experience they can understand other cultures, learn to accept differences, reduce
prejudices, and be open for the diversity of the world.
Where there is personal contact between their inhabitants, a network between different countries is created.
In the long term, this was to also encourage the adolescents to more mobility within Europe.

Getting to know language
The overcoming of linguistic barriers was helped by a team consisting of the German supervisor and the
language assistant from the DFJW. They had at their disposal knowledge of German, English, and French, and
used it in regular language animations. Almost every day, there was half an hour set aside for that. In a playful
way, the adolescents learned words and phrases. Among others, they guided a person through a crowd using
spoken commands, tried to assign body parts correctly, and listened to new vocabulary pronounced with
different emotions. The focus was on animating the participants to engage in conversation. It could be
observed that outside of language animations, talks also frequently began with translating words to each other,
or with
repeating phrases from the exercises. Beyond the language animation, every participant was given a
vocabulary book that contained mostly questions and answers for getting to know each other. It was actively
used.
There was no uniform camp language. Whenever something was communicated within the larger group,
that was done in three languages, and then the respective supervisors translated into Finish. The Slovakian
adolescents were somewhat older and possessed sufficient skill of the English language. This high
communication effort took a lot of time.

Getting to know culture
On the third evening there was cultural night. The individual groups had been asked in advance to think of a
culinary and a cultural specialty of their country that they would like to present to the others.
In the afternoon, there was time to prepare those meals in the hostel kitchen. This cooking activity proved to
be a particularly good opportunity for approaching each other. Ingredients and kitchen utensils were shared,
questions were asked over curious glances into a neighbour’s pot, and many hands were lent to help getting
the Slovakian flatbread ready to be served in time. It was a group experience with as much flour dust as
laughing. The good mood was carried over into the evening. Short presentations about country and people,
dances, chants, riddles, and culinary delights brought the participants closer to foreign cultures, and to
each other.

The day trip to Leipzig brought insight into the history of city and region. A selforganized tour of the
Monument to the Battle of Nations – including a spectacular view – was followed by a rally in the city centre
that, in a playful way, conveyed a lot of information. During the free time in the afternoon the adolescents
could explore the city on their own.
There also was an opportunity to share the own „circus culture“: on the open stage on Thursday, everyone
who wanted could present an act; and from AcroYoga to mime play, everything was there.

Topic: „On the move“
„On the move“ - that was the topical headline of the circus exchange, which was artistically processed
in workshops and that should create a connection between the separate workshop results at the final
presentation. On Tuesday, the topical introduction shed light on different aspects of that headline. Using the
method „world café“ the adolescents were asked to think about mobility in a physical sense, but also in a
sense of personal development. Starting from simple questions as „In what ways and manners can one travel?“
and „What are my dream goals, and why?“, over the question for the personal life journey, and perceivable
tendencies of political development in circle of friends and society, to the point of „What moves people to
leave their homeland?“, „What borders are there, and for whom do they apply?“; all kinds of different thoughts
were set in motion.
That way, the adolescents could set relevant topics for themselves and were encouraged to voice their own
opinion, as well as to tolerate the opinion of others, to reflect it and to accept differences.

The workshops – Circus Art
A distinctive feature of the workshops was that they dealt with the topic of crossing borders not only in their
contents, but also in their methods. They were devoted to the joining of circus with other arts. Rope skipping
met dance, object theatre met juggling, juggling met music, and acrobatics met dance.
On Tuesday, all participants had the opportunity to try out the different offerings in introduction workshops.
Following this, they could choose what they wanted to try themselves in over the coming days. In dialogue
with the adolescents, the group compositions were changed again in order to achieve a more equal country
mix. Here it was evident that participation takes time and patience from the participants to reach a satisfying
consensus, so that there would be no frustration.
Time in workshops made up the majority of the exchange. The four groups picked up different thematic
impulses. A suitcase became the connecting artistic element for the public final presentation in Dresden.

The object theatre group worked out the story of a burdensome homecoming. By repurposing circus
material and everyday objects – turning scenery into figures and puppeteers into scenery – an improvised
character travelled through water, mountains, and ice, was stopped by border police, and ultimately arrived at
their loved ones; where the suitcase itself became alive.

The rope skipping workshop also translated the concept of travelling creatively. Progress and setbacks,
borders and breakthroughs were shown.

The acrobats told of rebellion. They depicted the behaviour of a community with and without the pressure
of a dictatorial leader, and how one who possesses the courage to articulate their opinion can give the whole
group the strength for a rebellion.

The performance of the juggling workshop also addressed the question of how opposing forces can combine
to form synergies. Two different music and juggling acts faced each other, overlapped and finally became one
big whole.

Through the artistic work, a joy of experimentation was awoken in the adolescents. How can the topic be
addressed creatively? How can different disciplines be connected? How do I present myself on stage? What
skills do the others have, and what can a group contribution look like? The abilities to express, to shape,
and to perceive were trained, and the participants’ learning abilities were addressed. In turn, the capacity for
responding to others, and self-esteem were strengthened.
The final presentation succeeded in being a great spectacle in front of a big audience. As a common goal, it
had kept up ambition in the workshops for ten days, and then became a recognition and appreciation of the
artistic-creative work.

Public Relations
Making the project known to the public not only is meant to attract a wide audience to the final presentation,
but also to increase general awareness for international projects.
The circus exchange was noticed and advertised by local press. Furthermore, the LKJ had the opportunity
to present „Imagining Circus Arts – on the move“ at the international exchange of expertise „Inter-ACT-IN!
Theater for Social Inclusion“.

Together with the JugendKulturWerkstatt [youth culture workshop] JOJO Leizig, the LKJ Sachsen e.V.
was invited to Ezcaray, Spain; where international organizations working in the field of „Theatre and
Inclusion“ introduced themselves and learned about others.The international expert seminar „InterACT-IN!“
was sponsored through Erasmus+, and took place in Spain September 6 through 11, 2015. Six organizations from Spain, Poland, Latvia, Estonia, Turkey, and Germany participated in the project to exchange about
methods of intercultural work, the main emphasis being theatre and inclusion.There, new projects and future
collaboration could be contemplated.

DRESDNER ZEITUNG, 18th /19th July

OSTERLÄNDER VOLKSZEITUNG,
22nd of July 2015 (title and report)

Summary
		

Challenges of multilateral exchanges

The diversity that resulted from the multilateral nature of the exchange made it especially exciting for the
participants and the team, but it also brought challenges.
To be able to draw from experiences and methods from four different circus projects was an enrichment for
workshop instructors and supervisors.Through professional exchange, ever new ideas regarding both artistic
and pedagogic work emerged. That steadily provided the exchange with new energy.
Making arrangements between the four groups regarding country and workshop groups also meant a high
communication effort. This affected both the organizational work in preparation and the team meetings
during the project, but even more so the arrangements in the larger group with all the participants:Whenever
a game or the schedule were explained, that was done in German, French, English, and Finish. This meant it
took four times as long to explain, plus all the questions and errors that could be made in the translation, and
it demanded a lot of tolerance from the adolescents. Especially in the beginning the group would sometimes
become agitated because of it. As time passed, they learned to have more patience.
At inclusive projects, uniform English skills can not be expected. Working with more than three different
language partners is discouraged, otherwise language mediation would take too much room.

As in other projects before, the LKJ found here that cooperation partners that work with educationally
disadvantaged adolescents are generally open to creative offerings. With the Jugendhaus Pobershau, the
target group was reached. However, there were difficulties with reliability, and because of internal problems
the participant group had to be recomposed on short notice – another situation one had been confronted
with before.
The other partners have more solid project structures, and participant acquisition was dependable.

Despite clear arrangements in advance, there were however misunderstandings in the communication. The
Slovakian group came with their master class of the circus project, who brought with them high demands
on the workshops and on their own artistic development. That was in contrast to the project goal and the
expectations of the other adolescents, who used the conditions mainly for getting acquainted and as a
collective holiday activity. Ultimately the Slovakian participants had to adapt to the circumstances of the
project and to the accompanying adjustment of their expectations – hence their negative evaluation.
Interestingly, at the same time it was them who often initiated contact and who substantially contributed to
the growing together of the group.

Circus moves
From the beginning, the participants of the circus exchange were open-minded and positive towards the
project. They all were eager to trade in the mundane for ten days of circus. Some of the German and French
adolescents already knew each other from the bilateral circus project the year before, and were looking
forward to a reunion with friends.
None of them had ever met so many peers from so many different countries. The curiosity about the others
was further increased by the curiosity about their countries. An expansion of the experiential spaces was
possible. The common interest in circus and the transnational programme items promoted contact and the
group as a whole found together.

Although the preparation of the camp could only be carried out with the adolescents from the KAOS circus
project, all adolescents had many opportunities to integrate themselves into the project. Their objections to
the schedule were considered, they actively shaped the cultural night, the open stage, or the closing party;
democratically voted on the destination of the excursion, and independently organized the clean-up campaign
at the end.

Within the frame of reference of the project, outside of the familiar everyday reality, inter-cultural prejudices
could be overcome and the own role pattern could be dropped. Especially good to see was how even shy
participants, or those who had come with little circensic knowledge, all became part of a highlight at the end
of the exchange: After the final presentation, the adolescents started a spontaneous performance with little
solo tricks in a Dresden shopping street. Proud, confident, and very cheerful they showed their skills.
The personal contact had spurred interest in the others’ cultures and countries. The European Spirit turned
from a mere phrase into experienced reality. Conversations between the adolescents about school and
education in their respective home countries raised an awareness of other European states, also in regard of
the planning of the personal future. Through a Facebook group, the participants are still in contact.

On the last day of the project there was a written and oral evaluation in the country groups. Some aspects,
like the hostel or the barbecue, were seen differently. Mostly however the assessment ranged from good to
very good; especially the visit to the swimming pool, the final presentation, and the open stage were rated
positively. The workshops were exclusively rated good or very good.
Within the team there was a very good atmosphere that was marked by great sympathy. A prior planning of
the project by all partners in a preparatory meeting might have strengthened the sense of responsibility for
the project and its joint realization. The LKJ was perceived as the project leader, the partners saw themselves more as guests in it – while the degree of contribution to the joint planning could have been higher. On
location, the cooperation was very good. In regular team meetings and smaller rounds of reflection there was
active and open quality dialogue. Beyond an evaluation of the project, there was an exchange of expertise on
circus work and inclusive approaches.
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